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of optical gain in Ge-based lasers. Our results provide a step fonnrd in d1e inYestigation of the dynamics of non-
equilibrium spin populations in group IV materials, and confirm Ge as a promising candidate for the development 
of next-generation CM OS-compatible de\ ices featuring spintronics and photonics functionalities [4]. 
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Figl. Low temperature (4K) PL spectra for n-doped (a), intrinsic (b) and p-doped (c) of Ge-on-Si epilayers, resolved for 
right- (a+) and left-handed (a-) helicity. The upper panels provides the full polarimetric analysis reporting the 
colour-coded PL intensity map as a function of the angle between an optical retarder and a linear polarizer placed 
along the emission path. 
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The Parallel Aligned Liquid Crystalmicrodisplays (PA-LC) has become a widely used device for optics 
and photonics applications. Our group has done an intense work for characterizing this kind of displays. We 
propose a PA-LC model that allows us to predict the device performance in a wide range of incidence angles rutd 
for any wavelength in dte visible. 
We have applied a reverse engineering approach that, from a reduced amount of measurements, allows us 
to infer some parameters related wid1 the manufacturing of the device. These parameters are usually hidden to the 
nonnal user, and d1ey can be interesting in order to design our photonic application. 
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We use an averaged Stokes polarimetric method to obtain the retardance introduced ~or ei ery gray level [ 1]. 
Tins method provides us the retardance measurements that will be used to calculare some parameters in our 
proposed model of a P A-LC cell. 
Figl. Diagram for the Pi\-LC cell used in proposed model. 
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Fig2. LC-director Tilt angle as a function of Gray 
From the model presented in fig. l , we do not kno-w the parameters such as refraction indices or the cell gap 
d. To avoid this lack of knmvledge vve "~11 define some optical parameters that we can fit from the calibration 
measurements [2] . The measurements used are the retardance as a ftmction of gray level (ON -State) for incidences 
~ . 
angles of 3° and 35°, and the retardance introduced with the display switched off at these incidences (OFF -State) . 
Fitting these measurements with the anal:ytical expression provided b:y our model we obtain the Yalues for the hvo 
OFF-State parameters in the model, and we can infer too, the angle formed by the LC-director for the different 
gray levels applied (ON-State), shm:m in fig2. Mtenvards we can use the analytical expression to compute the 
retardance range for every wavelength in the visible and for different angles of incidence. 
In summary, we have validated a semi -physical model for PA -LC cells, and used it to predict the perfom1ance 
of our displays in a specific experiment. All the information extracted comes from a very easy to implement 
characterization method as the average Stokes polarimetry presented in a previous work [ 1]. 
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